Alpha rhythms: noise, dynamics and models.
Alpha rhythms appear as sinusoidal-like oscillations in the electroencephalogram (EEG) within the frequency range 8-12 Hz that waxe and wane in a more or less irregular way. The irregularity may have various origins. It may be due to noise or the oscillations may have an intrinsic irregular character, e.g. they may be generated by chaotic processes [Jansen (1991) Quantitative analysis of electroencephalograms: is there chaos in the future? Int. J. Biomed. Comput., 27: 95-123; Pradham, N. and Dutt, D.N. (1993) A nonlinear perspective in understanding the neurodynamics of EEG. Comput. Biol. Med., 23: 425-442; Pritchard et al. (1995) Dimensional analysis of resting human EEG II: Surrogate-data testing indicates nonlinearily but not low-dimensional chaos. Psychophysiology. 32: 486]. The term noise is often used in neurophysiology with different connotations as pointed out by Bullock (1990), either meaning an unwanted signal from the point of view of the receiver of a message, or a signal with intrinsic random fluctuations, i.e. with a stochastic character. Here we consider noise in this sense, as random or quasi-random neural activity. In this overview, we concentrate on the question of whether alpha rhythms should be considered generated in neuronal networks (1) as forms of filtered noise, (2) as deterministic oscillations influenced by noise or (3) as the result of chaotic dynamics. A clear answer to this question can have theoretical value because it may lead to a general model of the generation of this important EEG signal. Such a model, of course, would be a macroscopic one, since it would primarily account for the properties of the alpha rhythms at the neuronal network level. A translation of these properties to the microscopic, i.e. neuronal, level will not be easy to achieve without more direct knowledge of the membrane and synaptic basic properties of the neurons involved. Here we consider the question formulated above by presenting some relevant experimental evidence and theoretical arguments. The consideration whether alpha rhythms may have noise or chaotic sources implies examining how and where such sources can occur in the neuronal networks of the brain. Therefore we present, first, some basic data regarding the possible origin of noise and of chaos in neuronal networks. Second, the signal analysis methods that have to be applied in order to discriminate between filtered noise activities and chaotic oscillations are introduced. Third, the implications of these signal analyses regarding the possible answer to the initial question are discussed.